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Introduction
• The main essence of having  your articles on the Web is 
to increase/enhance the visibility.
• Institutional citations is an aggregation of the citations 
of members of faculty. 
• Ranking and Indexing Bodies like Cybermetrics Lab
(Webometrics), Times Higher Education, Google Scholar, 
Scopus, CiteSeer rely on data from the Web for citation 
analysis or bibliometrics
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Web
• The Web, or World Wide Web, is basically a
system of Internet servers that support HTML
(Hypertext Markup Language) formatted
documents with links to other documents, as
well as graphics, audio, and video files.
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Social Media
A term used to describe a variety of Web-based
platforms, applications and technologies that
enable people to socially interact with one
another online.
E.g. Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Digg, blogs, etc
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Social Media
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Fundamental Statistics –
Registered/Active Users
• Internet  - More than 3billion 
• Facebook --- 1.71 billion
• Covenant University Likes – 72,000
• Twitter -- 313 million
• Linkedin -- 433million
• ResearchGate ---9 million
• Academia.edu ---36 million
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Covenant University
Webometrics
• Website
• Nigeria --- 2
• Africa   --- 25
• World   ---1769
Repository –
• Nigeria –1
• Africa  -- 9
• World ---540
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How to Use the Web and Social Media 
to Enhance Citation
• Conduct an Original Research
• Write articles  from Research and submit to 
High Impact Outlets (Preferably Open Access 
Outlets)
• Upload and Share articles when published on 
the Web / Social Media Platforms
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Open Access/ Free Access
• Open access (OA) journals are scholarly journals
that are available online to the reader "without
financial, legal, or technical barriers other than
those inseparable from gaining access to the
internet itself
• Many researchers have found that free access 
articles tend to have more citations than pay for 
access articles. 
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Indexing/Open Access 
• DOAJ (Directory of Open Access Journals): DOAJ is an online directory that 
indexes and provides access to open access, peer-reviewed journals 
covering history, religion, geography, language and literature, etc.
• Scopus: Managed by the publishing company Elsevier, Scopus indexes 
journals from the fields of science, technology, medicine, social sciences, 
and arts and humanities. It also provides research analysis and tracking 
tools.
• PubMed: Maintained by the United States National Library of Medicine, 
PubMed covers biomedical literature from life science journals, and online 
books. It also accesses the MEDLINE bibliographic database of reference 
and abstracts.
• EBSCO Information Services:
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Academia.edu
• A study recently published in PLOS ONE found 
that papers uploaded to Academia.edu 
receive a 69% boost in citations over 5 years 
(Yuri Niyazov et. al).
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theses.covenantuniversity.edu.ng
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eprints.covenantuniversity.edu.ng
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Blog 
(covenantuniversityng.blogspot.com)
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Google Scholar Citations
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Faculty Website
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Facebook Page
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Facebook Page
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Covenant University
@CUHEBRON
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Conclusion
Vision 1-of-10-in-10 is a cheap reality once we
make research our responsibility, publish our
findings in high impact outlets, and upload/
share our articles with on others on the Web
/Social Media.
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